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Abstract

The recently completed experiment on a variable level of ripple at JET brought to light some

interesting and not always expected results, which still require explanation from theoreticians

and modellers. It was shown that plasma rotation reduces dramatically after application of

even a moderate level of toroidal ripple so that toroidal rotation even changes sign to counter-

current near the plasma edge at 1% ripple amplitude despite co-current NBI injection.

Secondly, even small (<1%) ripple significantly increases the ELM frequency and reduces the

ELM size. This might be considered as a positive effect but for the accompanying reduced

plasma performance. This reduction in performance appears not only as a reduction of the

energy confinement time but also in a noticeable decrease in overall particle content. The

latter could be restored in JET by additional gas

puffing although gas puffing failed to increase the

density in similar experiments in JT-60U.

A suite of transport codes (JETTO and EDGE2D)

as well as Monte Carlo orbit following codes

OFMC, ASCOT and XGC-0 were extensively used

in an attempt to explain the above-mentioned

observations. ASCOT modelling combined with

JETTO has shown that loss of plasma rotation and

the observed reversal of edge rotation velocity

cannot be explained by losses of momentum by fast

beam ions only. Additional directional losses of

thermal ions were required to reverse the edge

rotation (see Fig. 1). Analysis by ASCOT shows

that extra directional losses come from losses of

thermal ions. Predictive modelling of the plasma

dynamics using JETTO, EDGE2D and COCONUT

showed that the observed increase in ELM

frequency can arise from additional convective losses, triggered by finite ripple. Extra

convective losses, which lead to the observed density pump-out during application of finite

ripple, is probably the least expected effect. We try to attribute this pump-out effect to non-

ambipolar losses of fast and thermal ion due to finite ripple. These non-ambipolar losses

should create a 2-D electric field (in the r,θ plane), which would lead to enhanced convective

losses of both electrons and ions through the separatrix due to ExB drift. Monte Carlo orbit

following codes ASCOT and XGC-0 were used to simulate this effect. The result of this

modelling, which confirms the importance of this effect will be presented. Work partly

supported by EURATOM and the UK EPSRC'

Fig. 1. a) Simulated toroidal velocity in JET:

red- without losses of thermal ions, blue- with

losses;b) NBI torque: red- without losses of

thermal ions, blue- with losses
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